ISSUANCE OF LAISSEZ - PASSER
- LAISSEZ-PASSER FOR ALIEN -

The submitter of application with application for issuing laissez-passer is obliged to enclose evidences that are justifying in sense of provisions of Article 43 of the Law on Aliens reasons of submitting application for issuing laissez-passer.

Pursuant to Article 6, of Rulebook on laissez-passer of alien („The BiH Official Gazette” number 65/16), an alien is obliged to enclose following documents:

1. Certificate on report of loss or destruction or from other reasons uselessness of travel document, or other evidence issued by relevant authority in Bosnia and Herzegovina that the valid travel document is lost or destroyed and cannot be replaced or that alien remained in some other way without it,

2. Certificate on report of loss or destruction or from other reasons uselessness of travel document, or other evidence proving that an alien has approved or had approved international protection or temporary protection or he/she is in proceedings of acquiring such status,

3. Evidence on approval of residence in Bosnia and Herzegovina,

4. Evidence on admission by relevant authority of state admitting him/her,

5. Evidence on cessation of Bosnia and Herzegovina citizenship,

6. Copy of travel document which validity expired,

7. Evidence proving that exist serious humanitarian problems why an alien must be present abroad, and evaluation conducts Ministry of Security - Sector for Asylum,

8. Other evidence justifying basis of submitting application,

9. An alien is obliged to disseminate two photos size 35x45 mm, with application for issuing laissez-passer.